Definitions of Terms and Notations on Calendar:

FYG – First Year Graduate Student

SYG – Second Year Graduate Student

TYG – Third Year Graduate Student

GTA – Graduate Teaching Assistant

SOA – School of Art

GTA – Graduate Teaching Assistant

Studio Faculty – Tenure Track Faculty who teach in the Studio Concentrations

Studio Concentrations – Drawing, Painting, Sculpture, Ceramics, Printmaking, Metals

Seminar – 2 contact hours each week, Fridays from 10:15am until 12:15pm
MANDATORY COURSE
(Contact hours and the weekly meeting schedule is dictated by University and reinforced by course description as approved by all university Curriculum Committee levels*)
Although specific content varies from semester-to-semester depending on whom leads the Seminar course, Seminar is intended to cover issues regarding professional practices, financial and other strategies for career protection, studio visits with local artists or visiting artists, community service work (outreach to area high schools, alternative shows, workshop offerings), reviews, critiques and or discussions surrounding TYG thesis exhibitions,

Caucus – 1.5 contact hours each week, Wednesdays from 5:30 pm until 7:00pm
MANDATORY COURSE
(Contact hours and the weekly meeting schedule is dictated by University and reinforced by course description as approved by all university Curriculum Committee levels*)
Faculty and Third Years alternate Wednesday nights as Caucus Leaders
Caucus meetings involve discussing specific sections of the reader in a conference style meeting, addressing business related to the program when necessary/scheduled, providing feedback and content as it pertains to pre-thesis and thesis drafts, orientations, and
Caucus is not intended to replace or become a redundant activity to the once a week Seminar meeting. Caucus is an intellectual course with reading content and does not include critiques, studio visits, or other activities housed in Seminar.

All students are required to purchase the Caucus Reader and read the material to participate in Caucus. (see Caucus Reader)

Caucus attendance is required and failure to do so and or come prepared will adversely effect the graduate student’s grade.

Caucus Reader – A full Studio Faculty meeting is scheduled prior to end of Spring semester each year to discuss the collection of reading, to be compiled hereby known as the Caucus Reader, for the coming year. The discussion includes possible topics or threads, reading thoughts and or themes. A deadline is discussed and agreed upon for all Faculty to collect/compile their contribution to the reader and the articles are compiled in a book form.

Current graduate students are also required to submit an article for each year’s reader as a means to share articles relevant to their personal studio practice as well as to inform incoming graduates as to some of their thought process or interests. A date regarding the deadline for Grads to submit readings for this effort is on the calendar.

Incoming First Year Student Show – An exhibition designed to show the new work of incoming FYGs and further acquaint them to the community they have joined. A title for this exhibition is determined by the collective FYG involved.

Orientation – First meeting of each semester in which graduate program agenda and business is addressed.

FYG Fall Orientation– Incoming FYGs receive key requisition forms (keys are issued by MSU Facilities Service), graduate student handbook, schedule/calendar, studio assignment, link to Caucus Reader, etc. Takes place one week prior to the first day of the Fall semester.

Returning Second Year Student Show – Exhibition of current work generated by SYGs. A title for this exhibition is determined by the collective FYG involved.

Crit Crawl – MSU Community Event in which the MSU community (MSU Faculty, Students, Staff) are invited to frequent the Graduate Studios of all Graduate Students and look at their work in progress in an open house, studio crawl fashion. Informal. Organized and run by SYGs.

Third Year Teaser Exhibition/Presentation – The following event occurs in the Waller-Yoblonsky Gallery. Work is displayed that reflects (teases out) the direction
the TYG is headed towards in terms of their Thesis Exhibition-a preview work or works if you will. The week culminates in presentations and critiques on that Friday from 1:10pm - 4pm during the Undergraduate Seminars regular meeting time.

Critique structure is formal introduction by a faculty member of their choice; graduate student is then allowed to introduce the work/the show. Faculty respond and graduate student is expected to participate and defend publically, only full faculty speak for first ten, 15 minutes open critique by community. Dinner out with TYG’s and Studio Faculty Follows-School of Art pays the bill.

**Work in Progress Shows (W.I.P. Shows)** – Show for FYGs and SYGs in which they display work in progress. The shows go up one day. Shows are closed to the public (Faculty and Grads only). Critique structure is formal welcome/introduction to community by a faculty member of their choice, only full faculty speak for first ten, 15 minutes open critique by community. Student takes notes but does not respond or need to defend their work publically. Install gallery requirement at the Yoblonsky is 1-day install, critique that evening, followed by de-install that night.

**Pre-Thesis** – The Pre-Thesis is the summary articulation of both the state of the studio practice of the student, as well as their proposed research topic. This articulation forms the material, conceptual and methodological proposal by which the student will proceed into their thesis year, and must include both substantial evidence in the form of artwork as well as written support materials, such as an artist statement and a proposed research topic. Each student must submit their Pre-Thesis work and documentation to their committee for approval before they can enroll in Thesis credits. Additionally, SYG’s must present their Pre-Thesis materials in an official, semi-public forum.

**Thesis** – The Thesis project is quite simply the summative project of the MFA studio program and occurs within the Helen E. Copeland Gallery. As soon as a Pre-Thesis proposal has been approved by a student’s graduate committee, the student may enroll in Thesis tutorial credits at the beginning of their third year. TYG’s in the pursuit of a Thesis project must complete a substantial artwork, body of work, installation etc. that represents a major investigation and articulation of their interests and motivations as artists. Additionally, the Thesis project must be accompanied by a written component: an artist statement (of variable length) as well as a research paper on a topic or topics germane to the student’s artistic.

**Grad Group Show (G.G.S.)** – Group Show of completed works for FYGs and SYGs (Open to the public)
**Self-Assessment** – The Self-Assessment is the student’s attempt to honestly and critically assess their own performance in the program with regard to their studio practice and research. The assessment should include information such as:

- Articulation and evaluation of goals and interests, and a plan to move forward in addressing these.

- Successes and failures in the fabrication of artwork as well as plans and suggestions on how to address problem areas.

- An appraisal of skills in research and time-management in order to locate problems and address them.

The Self-Assessment must be submitted to the review committee of each student for review and feedback. Feedback will include suggestions and assistance in the redress of problem areas, as well as the committee’s honest appraisal of the Self-Assessment, which could include an inventory of additional problem areas and suggestions for redress, should the faculty detect any, or may alternately contain encouragement and feedback in the event that problem areas are overstated or misdirected.

**Meeting Log** – All Graduate Students are required to maintain a record of all of their meetings with faculty during each semester. This document assists faculty and students alike, it is a measure of accountability for failure to schedule or attend agreed upon meetings. If meetings are rescheduled, absences occur, etc. please account for these interactions as well.

**Kick-off Show** – The Kick-off show is intended for all FYGs and SYGs. It is a public exhibition of completed works. (One work-two works each- Waller-Yoblonsky)

**Dinner** – A mandatory dinner occurs during the first week of graduate courses. The dinner itself is a social event however following the dinner first year students and faculty alike are expected to stay around for about 30 minutes so that new program graduates can schedule one on one meetings with each studio faculty member of the School of Art (one hour studio visits).

First year, first semester graduates may not sign up with individuals for independent study, as they have no idea who WE are it is an impractical idea and is much more valuable in terms of their education that they experience all of us and get a sense of whom they may want to work with in upcoming semesters and for what. Students are allocated first year first semester independent credits by their studio faculty advisor after verification of the completion of the School of Art meetings. Dinner is paid for by MSU

**FYG, SYG, & TYG hosted BBQs** – There are numerous scheduled social events that FYGs, SYGs, and TYGs are responsible for organizing, paying for, and hosting these events. They are MANDATORY yet are intended to serve as a bonding and social
event to get to know peers and faculty in a more personal and invested way. No business is officially scheduled for these meetings with the exception of the Studio Draw (see Studio Draw)

**Studio Policy and Protocols** – Please see the more comprehensive document regarding graduate studio use, safety, cleaning, ventilation, material considerations, and more. Graduate Studio common spaces are public spaces and must be kept clear of debris and other items at all times. Shared resource spaces such as “the shop”, yard, and kiln areas also must be cleaned after use and kept clear of personal items at all times they are not in active use. Vehicles (working or broken) and non-practice related items are not to be stored on the grounds at any time for any reason. Faculty should be consulted if you have an item you are unsure about prior to dropping it off in the grounds. Students are expected to follow and abide by all studio safety protocol at all times and disregard for these rules will result in punitive measures-when ignoring protocol you are jeopardizing not only your own safety but the safety of others and the longevity of our program. Studios are allocated to graduates for use during the year but at no time become the property of the student. Spaces are to be returned to their original condition at the end of each year. Failure to return spaces to their proper state when requested (studio cleanout dates) will result in financial, transcript and registrations holds and possible loss of studio privileges.

**Studio Draw** – At the end of the spring semester of each year a Studio Draw occurs. All studios are options and no arrangements or deals otherwise are valid. The studio draw (administered by a faculty member) determines the order in which students may select their studio space for the upcoming semester. All studios are available at the time of each studio draw as all studios are cleared for maintenance and carryover of any space is not guaranteed. Future TYGs get first picks (numbers are drawn to determine which student of the TYGs picks first in their group), future SYGs get the second choices (numbers are drawn to determine which student of the SYGs picks first in their group), and FYGs are assigned what will become their studio space from the remaining spaces by the studio faculty at a later date once they have been selected and have accepted to attend the program (see **FYG Orientation**). Empty spaces during the summer are not to be used as storage or otherwise by graduate students.

**Faculty Grad Review** – A Faculty meeting that occurs at the end of each semester to evaluate FYGs, SYGs, and TYGs as to their progress in matriculating through the MSU Studio Art Graduate Program. Evaluation is based on numerous factors, including but not limited to: Self-Assessment, Meeting Log, Course Work, G.P.A, Studio Production, Work Ethic, Caucus and Seminar participation, and timeliness in adhering to programmatic deadlines and credit requirements. (Please see the Evaluation section in Graduate Handbook)
**TYG Artist Lectures** – Third Year Artist Lectures. These presentations are standard issue public artist presentations complete with slide presentation and question and answer session. They are public events and take place in Cheever 215 or another location TBD. They are MANDATORY.

**Faculty Advisor** – All first years are assigned a studio faculty advisor. This advisor is a studio faculty member randomly assigned to each new grad (FYG). The Faculty Advisor serves a similar purpose to an undergraduate academic advisor to the incoming graduate student as well as their “committee chair” for their first year review as an official committee chair will not have been determined. Faculty Advisors should be contacted should the student have any programmatic concerns as their first contact, followed by the MFA Graduate Coordinator.

**Graduate Committee** – Students are not permitted to select their committee, rather students choose a single member of their committee (chair) and the remaining two are assigned randomly in the beginning of their second year. This ensures students make an effort to meet with all faculty throughout their time here and ensures a livelier discussion surrounding the work. Furthermore this distributes graduate studio committee faculty assignments more evenly. Graduate Committees will therefore be comprised of two randomly appointed Tenure Track Studio Faculty, One Tenure Track Studio Faculty (or GTA Coordinator) to serve as Committee Chair (selected by the Graduate Student), and there is an option to include another Faculty member from the S.O.A. (Art History, Graphic Design, or Studio) of the students choosing per Committee Chair approval. *Graduate Students may select outside of the S.O.A. for their 4th if Committee Chair approves of the request. Additionally the fourth member may be an Adjunct Faculty member although they will be unable to officially sign Committee paperwork.

The Director of the School of Art is an ex-officio member of all thesis committees.

**Committee Chair** – The Committee Chair is the Graduate Students chairperson for their Thesis Defense. Additionally the Committee Chair assumes the role Faculty Advisor (see Faculty Advisor) for the graduate student once defined as Committee Chair.

**Graduate Coordinator** -

**Midterm Review** – These reviews are conducted either the Faculty Advisor (FYGs), Committee Chair (SYGs) or Full Committee (TYGs) to establish a reference point for each student as to how they are doing that semester in the estimation of the faculty and as a means to provide measured goals prior to the close of each semester’s review.

**Thesis Defense** – The Thesis Defense is a formal, public critique and discussion of the Thesis Exhibition work within the Helen E. Copeland Gallery. The Defense is conducted by the graduate student’s full Committee and can include questions,
concerns, or comments regarding the work presented, thesis writing, and any other appropriate/related aspect of the graduate students progression through the program. The Thesis Defense is meant to be a mechanism to aid the student as they leave the program and provide them with questions, direction and challenges they should consider as they leave the university and move into their professional practice without the benefit of the conversations they received while enrolled. The defense begins with a formal introduction and a few comments regarding the graduate student from their Committee Chair. At the end of the Defense the Committee confers briefly and an announcement as to whether the graduate passes or fails the program is made. (At the time of the Thesis Defense-no paperwork, writing or otherwise should be missing and failure to have these materials entirely complete will result in a fail.)

**Program Structure:**

First year, first semester graduate students must take Art History 451 during Fall semester. (This is not optional-mandatory requirement)

The MFA degree requires a minimum of 60 credit hours of coursework, including a minimum of 15 credits of thesis. This degree is designed for the professional artist.

Supporting courses (not counted in the sixty-hour total) may be required as preparatory work by the School’s admissions committee or the School of Art’s Tenure Track Studio Faculty if it is felt that the student is lacking in some area of study critical to his/her graduate level development. The Graduate School may also require supporting courses to satisfy either certain undergraduate course deficiencies or other provisions for admission.

A grouping of 14 or more credits in a single discipline other than Studio Art constitutes a minor and requires a committee member from that area. A grouping of 9 credits, outside of the Art History requirements, other than Studio Art is considered a supporting area and also requires a committee member from that area.

All students are required to take the Graduate Seminar and Caucus Course each semester that they are enrolled including their thesis year. Both Graduate Seminar and Thesis are graded as Pass/Fail. Caucus is assigned a letter grade. 9 credits are considered full time at the graduate level for financial aid and health insurance purposes.

Until the graduate student’s committee is formed, an assigned Tenure Track Studio Arts Faculty Member (see Faculty Advisor) serves as the student’s official advisor. A graduate committee is submitted to the Graduate School at the end of the second semester of attendance.
All graduate coursework should be completed within three consecutive years. (Additionally there may be limits regarding studio allocation, GTA options, and course releases – See Financial Aid and Studio Policies)
In extreme circumstances, should faculty support of extension be determined, a master's degree must be completed within five consecutive years. The five years begin with the first course included on the student's program of study.

The Thesis project is quite simply the summative project of the MFA studio program and occurs within the Helen E. Copeland Gallery. As soon as a Pre-Thesis proposal has been approved by a student’s graduate committee, the student may enroll in Thesis tutorial credits at the beginning of their third year. TYG’s in the pursuit of a Thesis project must complete a substantial artwork, body of work, installation etc. that represents a major investigation and articulation of their interests and motivations as artists. Additionally, the Thesis project must be accompanied by a written component: and artist statement.

An oral defense and thorough documentation of the thesis exhibition is required.

The School of Art's academic requirements for graduate students exist within the framework of requirements established by the Graduate School. Final approval by Graduate School is required, for example, for all applications for admission, for the acceptance of transfer credits, for formation and changes of all graduate committees and graduate programs, for the written and visual documentation of the MFA thesis exhibition, etc. The Director of the School of Art and the Tenure Track Studio Faculty serves as liaison between the School of Art and the Graduate School.

**Grades**

Students must maintain a "B" average. No grade lower than "C" will be accepted. All thesis credits (ARTZ-590) are taken on a pass/fail basis. Up to six credits of course work (ARTZ-594) other than thesis may be taken pass/fail.

Instructors may assign the grade of "I" (Incomplete) under two sets of circumstances. The first is unusual academic situations such as equipment failure and other situations clearly beyond the control of the student. The second case in which an "I" grade can be assigned is that of personal hardship, as defined by the most recent Graduate Catalog available online at:

[http://www.montana.edu/gradschool/policy/grades_academicstanding.html](http://www.montana.edu/gradschool/policy/grades_academicstanding.html)

In either case, the "I" grade may be initiated by the graduate student’s full committee or faculty advisor (if a committee is yet to be determined-i.e. FYGs).

Continued enrollment in Montana State University’s graduate program requires a student to maintain a 3.00 GPA (all course work) and evidence of academic progress.
toward the student’s degree objectives. Evidence of academic progress is considered to be the timely pursuit of program courses as well as a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher on program courses. Failure by the student to achieve either of these conditions will result in academic probation and may result in ineligibility for financial aid, teaching assistantships and possible removal from the program.

**Suspension Policy**

A student whose cumulative grade-point average is less than 3.0 (“B”) in their program courses at the end of the semester of probation may be suspended from the Graduate School. A student who is suspended from graduate school may continue to enroll in graduate courses as a non-degree graduate. Non-degree credits during this time will be ineligible for use on a graduate program.

A student may request a reconsideration of admission after one or more semesters of full-time graduate work have been successfully completed (a minimum of 9 credits with a 3.0 GPA) A request for reconsideration for admission must be made in writing to the Graduate School.

**Fees**

All graduate students all pay a fee of $175 each semester to pay for graduate studio maintenance; there is no waiver for this fee. Students wishing to order additional materials through the School of Art must make arrangements with the office and be able to pay for materials in advance. When a student fills out paperwork for the use of a studio space, a $100 deposit is collected and held by the School of Art office. Additional fees may incur should a student vandalize or otherwise ruin graduate studio spaces or equipment.

**Registration**

All graduate students are required to register for their own courses each-and-every semester. Please consult this handbook as to course structure and requirements. Graduate students have a few options in terms of required courses within the program; these options are typically ARTH-400 level (or above) courses. Neither ARTH 492 credits nor 300 level art history classes may be applied toward the graduate program. Registration for required Art History courses takes place in the semester prior to the course you seek to enroll in and graduate students enroll prior to undergraduates. Please pay attention to announcements and posters regarding the timing of registration week.

Each semester graduate students will receive a new registration PIN from the Art office in their S.O.A mailbox. The PIN allows online registration for AH courses. Seminar, Caucus and Thesis registration occurs in the Art Office with the Academic Advisor. Please review and adhere to the appropriate number of studio credits (ARTZ-5XX) to be taken each semester as prescribed in this handbook. Contracts
for these courses are picked up from the Academic Advisor in the Art office.

Taking additional coursework or signing up for additional credits will not result in earlier completion of the program and will cost you money.
Studio Arts MFA Program Curriculum Structure:

First Year Graduate Student (FYG)

**Fall:**
Seminar (ARTZ-594 - 1 Credit)
Caucus (ARTZ-500 – 1 Credits)
Contemporary Art History Offering (ARTH-451 – 3 Credits)
Ind. Studio with Faculty Advisor (ARTZ-___ - 4 Credits)  *1

**Spring:**
Seminar (ARTZ-594 - 1 Credit)
Caucus (ARTZ-500– 1 Credits)
Any Art History Offering (ARTH-4XX – 3 Credits) –consult Faculty Advisor
Ind. Studio with Faculty Advisor (ARTZ-___ - 4 Credits)

Total First Year Credit: 18 credits

Second Year Graduate Student (SYG)

**Fall:**
Seminar (ARTZ-594 - 1 Credit)
Caucus (ARTZ-500 – 2 Credits)
Any Art History Offering (ARTH-4XX – 3 Credits)
Ind. Studio with Committee Chair (ARTZ-___ - 1 Credit)
Additional Independent Studio Credits (ARTZ-___ - 1 Credit) x2
(2, 1 credit Independent Studies with S.O.A. Faculty other than Committee Chair)

**Spring:**
Seminar (ARTZ-594 - 1 Credit)
Caucus (ARTZ-500– 2 Credits)
Ind. Studio with Committee Chair (ARTZ-___ - 1 Credit)
Additional Independent Studio Credits (ARTZ-___ - 2 Credit) x3
(3, 2 credit Independent Studies with S.O.A. Faculty other than Committee Chair)

Total Second Year Credit: 19 credits

*Fall and Spring are interchangeable here in 2nd year should an appropriate Art History offering not be offered in the Fall.*
Third Year Graduate Student (TYG)

**Fall:**
Seminar (ARTZ-594 - 1 Credit)
Caucus (ARTZ-500 – 3 Credits)

Thesis Work (ARTZ-590 – 8 Credits)

**Spring:**
Seminar (ARTZ-594 - 1 Credit)
Caucus (ARTZ-__ – 3 Credits)

Thesis Work (ARTZ-590 – 7 Credits)

Total Second Year Credit: 23 credits

---

**Total Credits towards Degree requirements: 60 credits**

**GENERAL INFORMATION:**

**Establishing Residency**

An individual must have proof of Montana residency for one year before being eligible for in-state tuition (A person must be physically present in Montana for 12 continuous months. A total of 30 days absence from the state is allowed during the 12-month period). A student wishing to establish residency while attending school must take no more than 6 credits per semester for a 12-month period. If a student wishes to establish Montana residency it is imperative that the student begin taking the following steps as soon as possible:

1. Obtain a Montana residency policy information booklet from the Registrar’s Office; begin filling out Residency Questionnaire.
2. Acquire a Montana driver's license.
3. Acquire Montana automobile license plates.
4. Prove presence in Montana during periods when not enrolled as a student.
5. Rely on Montana sources for a majority of one's financial support.
6. Be employed in the state of Montana.
7. File resident Montana state income tax returns.
8. Register to vote.
9. At the end of the twelve-month residency establishing period, file the Residency Questionnaire with the Registrar’s Office.
10. While establishing residency, you can take no more than six credits per semester during the first year.
Financial Aid

Financial aid (other than teaching assistantships) is available to graduate students who show evidence of financial need. While such assistance may take various forms, most graduate students receive aid through loans or the work-study program. For further information, consult the Financial Aid on-line at http://www.montana.edu/wwwfa/ or at MSU (located on the lower floor of the Strand Union Building, (406)994-2845.

Although fellowships are not awarded by the School of Art, certain students newly accepted to the MFA program may be nominated by the faculty for a Presidential Graduate Scholarship on the basis of an unusually outstanding academic undergraduate record and a record of special achievements, awards, exhibitions, etc. This is a 1-year non-renewable scholarship.

Nine credits and above are considered a full course load and full time status for a graduate student. A teaching assistant must enroll in a minimum of six credits a semester in order to keep his or her fee waiver. During the semesters he/she is teaching, a TA can enroll in no more than 15 credits.

AV Equipment Checkout

Digital projectors, cameras and various technologies may be checked out. Equipment may not be checked out overnight or weekends unless arrangements have been made with the Art office. If a projector is to be kept overnight it must be returned by 8:00 a.m. the following morning. There is also a digital camera and a laptop available for checkout.

Computer Access

The School of Art will make a computer and a printer available for use by graduate students. Graduate teaching assistants have priority over non-teaching graduate students for the use of these machines in preparing class materials in the Graduate T.A. office.

Graduate students are also able to use the Mac computer lab when classes are not in session and the lab is open.

Career Placement Office

Graduate students in art, especially those planning to look for jobs in the teaching field, should consider setting up a placement dossier (which includes letters of recommendation and resume) with the Career, Internship and Student Employment Services at least six months prior to graduation. The cost to set up a file and have ten credential packets sent out is $30.00 a year. The student must directly request a faculty member to write a letter of recommendation for him/her. Once the student graduates, they are responsible for contacting faculty members to request letters.
The School of Art Office regularly receives advertisements of job openings in art from colleges across the country; these will be posted on the main bulletin board in the hall.

**Studio Policies**

Haynes Hall is open during the posted regular and holiday hours. The Melvin Graduate Studios are open 24 hours with the exception of noted maintenance closures. Graduate students will be issued a building key upon enrollment in the program at orientation for both buildings. Not all Haynes spaces are accessible to graduate students at all times, for example Sculpture has specific, posted hours. This key is obtained with a requisition form from the School of Art Office and must be signed by the Director of the School of Art. Once a student has requested keys, they will receive an email notification that their key(s) are ready for pick up at Facilities Services located at the Plew Building (6th Ave and Grant Street).

Graduate studio assignments are made on a yearly basis during the Studio Draw (see **Studio Draw**)

A continuing graduate student (i.e., one who was enrolled the preceding spring semester) may use his/her studio space over the summer provided he/she has preregistered for fall semester and has followed appropriate protocol regarding studio clean-out, use, and studio draw. If a continuing student intends to use lab equipment, shop facilities or shop space outside of the graduate facility during the summer session, he/she must register for a minimum of one credit in the area in which he/she intends to work (regardless of the declared area of study). The reason for this is to ensure that the appropriate lab fee is paid to cover materials and/or costs of running equipment; furthermore should an accident with equipment in a University space occur in the summer, the registered student will be covered by the University insurance they paid for at the beginning of the preceding spring semester. Please note, if the student waived the University insurance coverage in the spring any accidents will be his/her own financial responsibility.
The following guidelines apply to graduate studio and office spaces:

- Graduate students are required to pay a $100 studio deposit their first semester of attendance. This deposit will be refunded either fully or partially during their final semester.
- Each student is responsible for maintaining a clean and safe workplace at all times and must keep common areas clear for programmatic and public use.
- University regulations apply to all studio spaces including those prohibiting alcohol consumption and smoking.
- All adjoining hallways and common areas must be kept free of trash and materials at all times.
- No permanent alterations should be made to studio spaces.
- Be considerate of other students when playing radios, making noise, using noxious materials, etc. (Safe and conscientious studio practice is required)
- A mandatory studio cleanup occurs at the end of each semester and a mandatory clean out occurs in week 17 (the week after finals week) each spring semester.
- Any work left in studios and offices after a student graduates, abandons after mandatory clean out dates, withdraws from the program, will be removed and is not the responsibility of the School of Art.
- Vandalism, disregard for other students, and failure to obey University regulations will not be tolerated.

Additional Documents and Program Support Materials:
(Pages 17-
Master of Fine Arts Program

First Year
Fall Semester
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 500</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 594</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTH 451 LEVEL</td>
<td>3 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ STUDIO</td>
<td>4 CR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 500</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 594</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL** 9 CR

Spring semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 500</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 594</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTH 400 LEVEL</td>
<td>3 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ STUDIO</td>
<td>7 CR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL** 9 CR

TOTAL FOR THE YEAR 18 CREDITS

Second Year
Fall Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 500</td>
<td>2 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 594</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTH 400 LEVEL</td>
<td>3 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ STUDIO</td>
<td>3 CR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 500</td>
<td>2 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 594</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL** 9 CR

Spring Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 500</td>
<td>2 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 594</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ STUDIO</td>
<td>7 CR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL** 10 CR

TOTAL FOR THE YEAR 19 CREDITS

Third Year
Fall Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 500</td>
<td>3 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 594</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 590</td>
<td>8 CR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 500</td>
<td>3 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 594</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL** 12 CR

Spring Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 500</td>
<td>3 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 594</td>
<td>1 CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTZ 590</td>
<td>7 CR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL** 11 CR

TOTAL FOR THE YEAR 23 CREDITS
Pre-thesis Format and Rubric

Description:
Pre-thesis requires second year MFA students to present on the development of their work after four semesters within the program. Candidates will write and speak about the direction of their work, including how they have internalized research references and influences. Pre-thesis requires the following components:

1. Portfolio: This is an overview presentation of the work completed thus far in the program, with emphasis on the direction(s) the work is taking for the thesis exhibition. Images included in the portfolio should help the faculty begin to envision the thesis exhibition the student is planning so that a discourse surrounding concerns and thoughts can ensue. (This will vary considerably depending on the nature of the student’s work and we understand that exhibitions will develop and shift beyond this proposal)

2. Outline: This section is a “table of contents” for the thesis project. It should include both a basic physical description of the studio work proposed, an inventory of the overarching research topic(s) and the arguments each student plans to investigate in the thesis paper. Additionally, please list references, sources, and influences.

3. Pre-Thesis Narrative: This document requires each student to “flesh out” their sources of ideation and research questions or arguments in narrative form. The narrative should be approximately 3,000 words (around 4-5 pages). This as an abstract indicating the potential for further inquiry through a series of questions as well as possible arguments each student might have about their research topic (refer to the “Topic” section of the Thesis Project Framework). No conclusions are necessary, it is simply useful to articulate the scope of the inquiry, like: what developments in the work spurred the interest?, are there any specific arguments or implications the artist wants to investigate?, what are the expected results? etc.

   This document, though an abstract, should already show evidence of a developed research agenda, and should be therefore appropriately written and cited/sourced (CMS, APA, MLA).

4. Self-Assessment: A reflection on the stated goals and research interests with an honest assessment of potential problem areas and difficulties. Please use this assessment to generate a timeline or punch list for proposed work and study for the thesis year. These elements may change/grow based on developments in the work. Timelines are a useful tool in identifying potential problem areas before they become prohibitive to the realization of your thesis work.
Presentations are brief, a 10-15 minute lecture with images given to the full studio arts faculty followed by a Q&A and a final closed discussion among the faculty. The narrative document must be submitted to the students' committee two weeks in advance of the presentation for suggestions and feedback and final drafts must be provided to the rest of the studio faculty (printed copies in mailboxes) no later than 1 week prior to the scheduled pre-thesis presentation.

______________End Pre-thesis Format and Rubric Section_________________
Thesis Project Framework  
(Beyond The Thesis: Statement, Research Topic, and Outreach Component)

INTRODUCTION:
This document is intended to provide a framework and suggestions for the components of the thesis project outside of the studio work and the resulting thesis exhibition. These include three varied “documents” that help you as artists to think about what motivates you to make your work, and how to develop and disseminate those ideas in diverse forms that can ultimately supplement your studio practice in meaningful ways.

There are three basic components to your thesis project outside of the exhibition of your work and the resulting oral defense with your committee: the Artist Statement, The Research Topic and Paper, and the Public Outreach component.

THE ARTIST STATEMENT:
The artist statement is the personal (written) expression of each artist. It’s often useful to consider the context in which one’s work is appearing, and to tailor the statement accordingly. For the MFA thesis, a solo exhibition, each student is given absolutely free reign to furnish whatever they feel they need to supplement the work on view. This can be a “standard” articulation of their thoughts and motivations, a manifesto, a polemic, a poem. As Jean Cocteau once apparently said, “An artist cannot speak about his art any more than a plant can discuss horticulture.” In some cases this is quite literally the case. Thus, the statement is whatever you the maker need it to be – our only requirement is that it must be. It might be useful to consider this as another piece of your thesis exhibition in a different material. If you’re confused or have your doubts, consult your committee, as always.

THE RESEARCH TOPIC:
Graduate students in our program are encouraged to carefully consider their work, and the ways and means they develop it, in consultation with faculty mentors and peers to help to determine a fruitful course of action for this requirement. This must be a robust investigation, with a fulsome articulation (25,000 words, or 20-25 pages) and should be fully sourced and cited along an official styles guideline (APA, MLA, CMS) with an accompanying bibliography, and if necessary, a table of contents. The etymological foundation of the term ‘thesis’ generally indicates a ‘putting something forth’ in the manner of an argument that is substantiated through evidence. This entire process can seem inimical to the work of an artist, particularly if such work is often deemed ‘successful’ only through an excessive quality that quite literally can’t be defined. As this is often the case, how can an academic research topic for such a special kind of idiosyncrasy (or idiocy) be determined? Often, an artist is paradoxically in perhaps the worst position to discuss their work in terms of its ultimate ‘meaning’, especially since meaning can be indelibly altered through changes in context. To be sure, artists produce work and such work – even when performative or specifically temporal – becomes manifest in some way shape or form, and this is certainly a kind of ‘evidence’, but not one that makes much sense
to then explicate in a written form, unless this writing supplements the work in its own way.

What an artist can (and in most cases should) speak about is what informs their work; what motivates them viscerally, emotionally and intellectually – those sparks that spur one to reflection and action. It is in this sense that research, including a research topic along the lines of a thesis argument, can be useful: as a process for refining ideation. It is in this spirit that we require the research and development of the written thesis project.

However, how much this research and response specifically addresses the studio output of each artist can be left up to the individual to determine with the assistance of their committee of advisors. Our aim at the School of Art is primarily to advocate for the power and usefulness of directed inquiry and research, and to demand a level of rigor in its application. What we do not advocate are desperate attempts to shoehorn ‘theory’ into pseudo-intellectual, jargon-heavy explications of work processes. In many cases, particularly when artists feel unable to honestly talk about their work in terms of “academic” norms prescribed more broadly for the humanities, they nonetheless can thoroughly research a topic or area that is greatly informative to their work. As a perhaps all too obvious example, let’s suppose an artist is deeply and personally inspired by their ethnic identity. Even if this artist finds it extremely difficult to explain choices they make in their work (their working process might be extremely intuitive or “unconscious”), the same artist could likely research and write about the history of colonialism and integration and how this relates to the contemporary situation – up to and including their personal experience. Such a research project would be as it were adjacent to their studio practice, but still entirely related.

When forming the goals for this project, it’s important to try to localize a topic for research; the more concise the better. It’s also useful to determine a topic at the nexus of bodies of existing literature or evidence (i.e. gender and equity among the North American working class, or: the formal and aesthetic manifestations of social work, or: the history and contemporary ideological implications of “Manifest Destiny”, or: effects of indigenous materials in craft in forming regional cultural identity, or: implications of the “Protestant Ethic” within an artistic practice – whatever). Rely on “what your work is telling you” as well as advice from your advisors if you’re having trouble settling on a topic. If you already know generally where you want to look, try to formulate a series of basic questions or arguments of your topic. For example, do you “have a bone to pick” with any of the trends or assertions you see at work in the art and literature you find inspiring? If so, this might be a good place to start digging.

**METHODOLOGY:**

It may also be useful for you to select a particular methodology (or a particular mixture of methodologies) to help you structure the way in which you assimilate and reflect on the information you acquire. Here are a few broad categories that are often employed in the arts and humanities – NOTE: these descriptions are all too brief and incomplete, and are provided in the interest of supplying some framing remarks. If any of them seem “right” or fitting to your work or interests, you should definitely do some follow up research on the history and practitioners of the
method. Also note that these are by no means the only methodologies out there; these suggestions are merely food for thought to get you started:

**Dialectical Analysis:** well steeped in the history of logic and philosophy, dialectics is the study of contradiction in argument and observation in the interest of achieving a “synthesis”; a new logical thesis (or agreement) – a “higher level” – from which the analytical process begins anew (thesis leads to antithesis, which proceeds to a synthesis, i.e. a new thesis).

**Deconstruction:** heavily informed by dialectics, deconstructionism has been a hallmark of post-modern thought and activity, and is centered on identifying the metaphysical ordering aspects of culture (logocentrism), or the desire for an unmediated access to meaning and presence. Deconstructionism is constantly critical of the possibility of such unmediated access outside of language, and hence the tendency to slip into metaphysical fallacies. Though it is similar to dialectics in the analysis of contradiction (or *aporía*), deconstruction differs largely in that the imposition of a synthesis is deemed at best a problematic sophism and should thus be avoided.

**Historiography:** the analysis of the way history is recorded and disseminated. In addition to studying “the historical record”, historiography is concerned with the way in which that history is recorded, where it’s coming from, who’s doing the recording, etc. In other words, how does the “spin” of the basic “data” retrospectively affect the past and enable an analysis that can affect future activity.

**Phenomenology:** An analysis and philosophy of sense perception, in other words, a study of “what appears”. This approach is often informed by and in argument with the framework espoused by dialectical analysis and/or deconstructionism, in that these two find it dubious that we can have reasoned access to “basic” phenomena without recourse to “logos” or language. Nonetheless, this enquiry into the nature of “being” has presented many fruitful trains of thought that have become incredibly influential to artists.

**Historical Materialism:** The study of how society fulfills its most basic needs for the reproduction of daily life, and how these methods of production and sustainment affect the cultural (philosophical, ideological, artistic, etc.) formations that develop as a result of these conditions. Historical Materialism is closely related to dialectics, in that it examines the “dialectic” between the “base” i.e. the material conditions of social production, and the “superstructure”, or the “cultural” formations that emerge as powerful regulating forces, exerting control back upon the base. Various theorists, artists and philosophers have placed more or less emphasis on one or the other of these two sides of
the structure. This method is quite well suited to class analysis as well as an analysis of political economy.

Logical Positivism: An attempt to merge a classical study of logic to “empirically sound” scientific methods in the interest of radically destabilizing the human tendency towards creating metaphysical explanations for behavior and phenomena. Empiricism, realism and contemporary efforts in creating philosophies of science are closely related.

Sociology: The study of human behavior in relation that uses method of empirical research and analysis to form knowledge and histories of social development and change. Behavioral analysis based on statistical data gathering, polling; basically examining “hard” evidence of behavior is common to this field.

THE PUBLIC OUTREACH COMPONENT:
The final part of your thesis project outside of the exhibition and accompanying oral defense with your committee is the public outreach component. This is quite simply an event, open to the public, that we want you to organize the terms of, and which relates in some way to your work and research. This format is open and up to you and, much like the statement, can take a form you deem to be the most appropriate to your work. Note that this event must be in addition to the inevitable gallery reception (but it can be scheduled concordantly with or adjacent to the reception).

Some examples might include:

1. A public panel discussion on your work, with accompanying Q&A from viewers. (This is basically what has happened with the oral defenses up to the curricular revisions
2. A performance, or social or political intervention
3. “Interactive” installation elements
4. A public lecture at an appropriate venue given by you on your research topic

These are only several examples – students are encouraged to “think outside the box” (to once again ironically employ that tired cliché). As with all of the above requirements, it is strongly advised that each student closely consult with their committee members for advice on how to proceed, to collaboratively find a direction that fulfills the requirement while responding to the interests of each artist.

___________________________ Thesis Section End___________________
Graduate Event Attendance Sheet

Event: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________

(To be filled out by a faculty member or TYG (when leading Caucus Discussion) for all required graduate school events. This includes all Caucuses, Seminars, W.I.P. Show Critiques, etc. Please use back side of this sheet for sign-in as necessary)
**Graduate Student Meeting Log** (use additional sheets as necessary)

Graduate Student: ________________________________

Faculty Advisor or Committee Chair: ________________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting With:</th>
<th>Date:</th>
<th>Meeting Time:</th>
<th>Duration:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SAMPLE Syllabi for Caucus

PLEASE NOTE-Seminar Syllabi varies from instructor to instructor but required contact hours and schedule is consistent.

Caucus | Studio Arts Graduate Program
ARTZ 529-001
Montana State University | School of Art
Instructor: __________

Mondays 5:30pm - 7:00pm
Dropbox deadline: Mondays before discussion at noon (see below)

Location: Melvin Graduate Arts Studio Common Space*
Office Location: __________
Office Hours: __________

Contact Information: deanadams@montana.edu

Course Details:

Description | Caucus involves reading, writing thoughtful responses to, and respectfully discussing the contents of the Graduate Reader. Additional course content/tasks include addressing business related to the program when necessary/scheduled, providing feedback to fellow graduate student’s as it pertains to pre-thesis and thesis drafts, orientations, and research as it pertains to bringing writing regarding your own practice to the table for discussion. Faculty and third year graduate students will alternate Wednesday nights as Caucus Discussion Leaders.

Caucus Reader – A full Studio Faculty meeting is scheduled prior to end of spring semester each year to discuss the collection of readings, to be compiled hereby known as the Caucus Reader, for the coming year. The discussion includes possible topics or threads, reading thoughts and or themes. A deadline is discussed and agreed upon for all Faculty to collect/compile their contribution to the reader and the articles are compiled in a Lulu (or other such site) book form.

Current graduate students are also required to submit an article for each year’s reader as a means to share articles relevant to their personal studio practice as well as to inform incoming graduates as to some of their thought process or interests. A date regarding the deadline for Grads to submit readings for this effort is on the calendar.

Format | Caucus is an intellectual course with reading content and does not include critiques, studio visits, or other activities housed within Seminar.

*Students are required to purchase the Graduate Reader for this course. Additionally students will be required to print a copy of their feedback/response paper weekly.
**Attendance and Grading** | Caucus attendance and preparation is required. Participation and contributing to class discussions is a major portion of your grade. Each absence deducts 2.5 points from your grade based on a 100-point system. If you fall ill, or plan to be absent from class for any reason, please contact your instructor prior to the beginning of class. Weekly response papers can be submitted to Dropbox, even if you are missing the discussion for some reason, on time (if verified via email time stamp) and still are eligible for full credit.

Responses are due to Dropbox on the Tuesday prior to the discussion date by noon. This Dropbox submission does not replace the paper copy you are required to bring on Wednesday evenings.

Written Responses are graded based on thoughtfulness, clarity, insight, punctuality, grammar, and appropriate length.

Written responses are to be formatted as follows:
Single Space, Size 12pt, Times, Garamond, or Cambria font (or similar), 500-800 word count.

The top of each response should be **1 line** with the following information:
Name | Reading Title | Reading Due Date

Each written response is worth a maximum of 10% of your grade.
(8 written responses totaling 8 items, 80% of your grade)
Participation, contribution, and a 10-point (10%) attendance bank make up the remaining 20%

**Plagiarism** | This course, like every other course throughout the university, requires that you think, absorb, reflect and respond in your own words and give others credit where credit is due. For our purposes – we are less interested in the thoughts of others plagiarized for the purpose of fulfilling an obligation. We as a faculty truly want your thoughts and reactions to readings and articles.

The University defines plagiarism as follows: “Paraphrasing or quoting another's work without citing the source is a form of academic misconduct. Even inadvertent or unintentional misuse or appropriation of another’s work (such as relying heavily on source material that is not expressly acknowledged) is considered plagiarism. If you have any questions about using and citing sources, you are expected to ask for clarification.”

**Academic Expectations** | The MSU Conduct Guidelines states that students must: be prompt and regular in attending classes; be well prepared for classes; submit required assignments in a timely manner; take exams (critiques) when scheduled; act in a respectful manner toward other students and the instructor and in a way that does not detract from the learning experience; and make and keep appointments when necessary to meet with the instructor.

In addition to the above items, students are expected to meet any additional course and behavioral standards as defined by the instructor.
**Students with Disabilities** | If you have a documented disability for which you are or may be requesting an accommodation(s), you are encouraged to contact your instructor and Disabled Student Services as soon as possible.

**Student Educational Records** | All records related to this course are confidential and will not be shared with anyone, including parents, without a signed, written release. If you wish to have information from your records shared with others, you must provide written request/authorization to the office/department. Before giving such authorization, you should understand the purpose of the release and to whom and for how long the information is authorized for release.

**FYI MSU Credit Hour Policy (As it applies to teaching undergraduate courses)**

MSU Credit Hour Policy  
Approved in Faculty Senate, October 9, 2013

At Montana State University, the credit hour is used as a unit of instruction to quantify student achievement. The intent of the policy is to maintain the highest standards of learning while encouraging innovative instructional approaches. Each credit hour is defined in relation to seat time, a minimum of three class-oriented work hours (50 minutes of classroom instruction and an additional two hours of out-of-class, engaged effort and work per student) each week during a 15-week (minimum) semester. One credit of instruction should approximate 45 hours of combined instruction and student work / engaged effort.

A credit hour is defined as an amount of work and engaged effort represented in learning outcomes and verified by evidence of student achievement that includes not less than:

1. One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out-of-class student work for a total of 45 hours of engaged effort, or
2. At least an equivalent amount of work and engaged effort as required in paragraph (1) of this definition for other academic activities as established by the institution including web-enhanced, blended, hybrid, distance, on-line, or condensed coursework, as well as laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work, independent study or other academic work leading to the award of credit hours.